Porsche Classic

Accessory highlights for your 996

Time changes everything –
but not your 996.
It’s hardly surprising that the

But this wasn’t the only

as impressive then as it is now.

996 is still as popular as ever.

innovation. As well as the new

So there’s every reason to

After all, it made history back in

engine concept, its chassis was

maintain its originality after all

the 1990s when it heralded a

also further enhanced and its

these years. And it’s not a

new era: that of water-cooled

body altered – becoming

problem if you’d like to change

engines in 911 models. From

noticeably and visibly larger. So

the odd detail – using the

model year 1998, the 996

the 996 initiated not only a

matching genuine accessories

finally marked the end of the

technical, but also a stylistic

that were developed for your

previous air cooling concept

change. Amendments that paid

model at that time. After all, you

used by Porsche and was fitted

off. After all, back then the 996

appreciate the 996 exactly as it

with a more powerful version of

model range was the best-

is: authentic.

the new water-cooled six-

selling 911 series of all time.

cylinder horizontally opposed

The following pages contain a

engine. A turning point in

A genuine success model,

small selection of the many

Porsche history.

whose character was

options. We hope you enjoy
discovering them.

Wheels

Roadholding isn’t
a matter of age.

18-inch GT3 wheel *

18-inch Carrera wheel, polished and anodised**
Front axle 8J x 18 ET 50

Front axle 8J x 18 ET 50

Wheels have always made a

addition of modern roadholding.

Part no. 99636213602

Part no. 99636213607

crucial contribution to the

There’s no need to compromise

Rear axle 11J x 18 ET 63

Rear axle 10J x 18 ET 65

sportiness of a Porsche.

on either the look or

Part no. 99636214204

Part no. 99636214007

Nothing’s changed. Little has

performance of the wheels for

also changed with regard to the

your 996. Because even if you

appearance of your classic

want to change something on

car’s wheels. In short: their look

your Porsche, it should still be

and feel are as original as they

contemporary. Just like back

were in the 1990s. With the

then.

Decorated hub cap***
Part no. 99636130312

18-inch SportTechno wheel *
Front axle 8J x 18 ET 50
Part no. 99636213651

Rear axle 11J x 18 ET 63
Part no. 99636214252

* O n the 911 Carrera until 07/2001, it’s necessary to rework the wheelhouse
seams and obtain type approval. Only in conjunction with 17-mm
spacers on the 911 Carrera 4S, 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet, 911 Turbo,
911 Turbo Cabriolet, 911 Turbo S and 911 Turbo S Cabriolet.
**O nly for 911 Targa, 911 Carrera Coupé, 911 Carrera Cabriolet,
911 Carrera 4 Coupé and 911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet.
***Suitable for 18-inch Carrera wheel, polished and anodised.
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Floor mats

The Porsche feeling of the 1990s
extends to the footwell.

Set of floor mats, Black*

Set of floor mats, Metropole Blue *

Set of floor mats, Boxster Red *

Left-hand drive

Left-hand drive

A step back in time. Yet always

So there are matching floor mat

Part no.

Part no.

Part no.

bang on trend. This applies to

sets for your 996, whose quality

00004480084A10

00004480084G10

00004480084M30

every journey in your classic car.

and colour are perfectly suited

Right-hand drive

Right-hand drive

Right-hand drive

And also to its specification.

to the interior of your Porsche.

Part no.

Part no.

Part no.

00004480085A10

00004480085G10

00004480085M30

Set of floor mats, Cinnamon Brown *

Set of floor mats, Graphite Grey *
Left-hand drive

Set of floor mats, Savannah Beige *

Left-hand drive

Set of floor mats, Brown *

Left-hand drive

Left-hand drive

Part no.

Part no.

Left-hand drive
Part no.

00004480084P11

00004480084S30

00004480084T11

Right-hand drive

Right-hand drive

Right-hand drive

Part no.

Part no.

Part no.

00004480085P11

00004480085S30

00004480085T11

Part no. 00004480084C50

Right-hand drive
Part no. 00004480085C50

*N ot suitable for 911 Carrera Cabriolet
and 911 Targa models from 08/2001 with BOSE® Surround Sound System.
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Sports tailpipes

The original exhaust sounds good –
and looks even better.
The Porsche sound can still

improvement. And still is.

be refined. Even after two

Genuine sports tailpipes from

decades. And although your

back in the day stylishly

Porsche has operated at the

enhance the dynamics of your

highest levels of design and

classic car. At first and last

performance since day one –

glance.

Sports tailpipes, four-tube look

Sports tailpipes, oval look

Sports exhaust system

Left

Left

Part no. 99611198102

Part no. 99611198100

Only for 911 Carrera,

Right

Right

911 Carrera 4S and 911 Targa,

Part no. 99611198202

Part no. 99611198200

Model Years 1998–2005.

Only for 911 Carrera and 911 Targa

Only for 911 Carrera until 07/2001.

Available from 12/2017.

Part no. 00004420021

from 08/2001.

there was always room for

Sports tailpipes, four-tube look
Left
Part no. 99611198103

Right
Part no. 99611198203
Only for 911 Carrera 4S,
Model Years 2002–2005.

Left
Part no. 99611198101

Right
Part no. 99611198201
Only for 911 Turbo, 911 Turbo S and 911 GT2,
Model Years 2001–2005.
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Performance and design

The world moves on.
But character stays the same.

Carrera rear spoiler

Historic enthusiasm can still be

appearance of your classic car –

improved. Just like performance.

and also ensures improved

Because the Carrera rear spoiler

road handling. Just as it did in

will enhance your 996, not only

the 1990s. As well as today.

Designer key
Part no. 99651290300G2X

Part no. 00004400083

Only for 911 Carrera until 07/2001.

Only for 911 Coupé.

visually but also aerodynamically.
This rigid rear spoiler replaces

You now hold the key to the

the standard electric spoiler,

past. With this designer key,

emphasising the sporty

this is quite literally true.
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The best inspiration?
Your Porsche Classic experts.
You’ve now seen a small

Find out what these are from

snapshot of the Classic options

your local Classic Partner

available for your Porsche 996.

or Porsche Centre. After all,

But there’s much more to

look and feel, aesthetics and

discover. Over 13,500 genuine

an expert consultation are the

parts for your model, to be

best inspiration.

precise.
We guarantee that it’s worth
a visit.
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